
“For the Beauty of the Earth”

“For the Beauty of the Earth” is a thoughtful list of many 
things for which we should be thankful. Thankfulness 
is an essential character trait in nurturing a lifestyle of 
worship. In our materialistic world, it is important for us 
to help children develop a sense of gratitude, for every 
good and perfect gift comes from God!  

KIDPages
Use these pages:  
• With children who arrive early
• In a small learning group
• As a take-home page (If a page is sent home, 

suggest that parents and children work on the 
puzzle together.)

Author/Composer Match
Use this page to introduce children to the author and 
composer of “For the Beauty of the Earth.” Have 
children draw a box around the words that apply to 
Pierpoint, circle the words that apply to Kocher, and 
underline the word that applies to both Pierpoint and 
Kocher.

Thanks Puzzle
Have children complete the crossword puzzle using 
words from “For the Beauty of the Earth.”

“For the Beauty of the Earth” Descant
A descant for handbells or handchimes.

Psalm 148: A Song of Creation Dramatic Reading
Enlist and rehearse two readers to present this dramatic 
reading based on Psalm 148 before singing the hymn. 

Author/Composer Match Answers:
Pierpoint (box around the words):
author
communion
England
gift
poet
thanksgiving

Kocher (circle around the words):
composer
four-part
Germany
harmony
organist
seventeen

Both Pierpoint and Kocher (underlined):
teacher

Thanks Puzzle Answers:
DOWN
 1. hymn
 2. praise
 3. grateful
 4. raise
 6. birth
10. over 

ACROSS
 3. glory
 5. around
 6. beauty
 7. skies
 8. earth
 9. Lord
11. lovePREVIEW



Author/Composer MatchAuthor/Composer Match
Learn more about the author (who wrote the words) and the composer (who composed the 
music) by reading the information below. Then, look at the words in the middle of the page. 
Draw a box around the words that apply to Pierpoint, circle the words that apply to Kocher, 
and underline the word that applies to both Pierpoint and Kocher.

Folliott S. Pierpoint (1835-1917)
Author (wrote the words)

Conrad Kocher (1786-1872)
Composer (composed the music)

grateful praise

Folliott Pierpoint was a teacher and poet who lived in England. He wrote this hymn of 
thanksgiving for a communion service. Pierpoint expresses gratitude for the natural world 
around us, then expresses thanks for families, friends, senses, and the church. The � nal 
stanza addresses thanks to Christ himself as a gift to us.

Conrad Kocher was born in Germany. He was trained as a teacher. He loved the music of 
classical composers such as Mozart and Haydn. He was an organist and began composing 
music when he was only seventeen years old. He founded the School for Sacred Song which 
encouraged the use of four-part harmony singing in the church.
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Descant
“For the Beauty of the Earth”

“For the Beauty of the Earth”
Descant

A color version for Boomwhackers® is available on the Enhanced CD.
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